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The questions are: Is it allowed to unpublish the link on this page which will lead to pirated version (The Crew) for Windows? Can the link on
this page be unpublicated so that it does not point to pirated version of the game The Crew? See also: What happened to cracked the crew?

Why was this page removed and why do we need a new one? UPDATE: It's possible for the admins to remove the link. A: The answer is: it's ok,
as long as the game publisher did not say anything about it. If the developer or publisher of the game did not give permission for unpublishing

or making available pirated version of The Crew, then it's legal to make available this link so it leads to pirated version, without any issues.
This specific situation is known as ‘the kinetic paradox’ – two clumps of gas which individually have nowhere near enough energy to merge

into one enormous object. The result is a weak and thin galaxy that’s unlikely to contain any stars, or planets like our own. But in a new study,
astronomers have come up with a new, less-than-perfect explanation for the Universe’s five-billion-year-old invisible throng. Instead of gas

working to perfect an object, this new theory suggests that dark matter works to perfect itself. When two dark-matter clumps merge together,
their gravity becomes stronger than the force preventing them from combining. Collisions between these clumps lead to a cascade of

collisions as the bigger clumps fracture their smaller counterparts. This, in turn, fuels the collision and creates further gravitational waves that
push the smaller clumps apart even more. After a short time, the objects will ‘freeze’, having gradually lost all the kinetic energy they once
had as they smashed into each other, meaning the Universe will no longer have any dark matter left to collapse into a single massive body.
The new model predicts that there will be many galaxies formed in the Universe after a collision like this, and can explain why some of them

are dwarf galaxies while others are giant spirals. The team, led by astrophysicist David Merritt at Penn State University, say their work offers a
new way to think about dark matter, and can help explain the Universe’s form and how we came to understand
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